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Abstract—Generalized frequency division multiplexing
(GFDM) has been regarded as one of the promising candidates
for the physical layer (PHY) of fifth generation (5G) wireless
networks. Multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) friendliness
is a key ability for a physical layer scheme to match the foreseen
requirements of 5G wireless networks. On the other hand, index
modulation (IM) concept, which relies on conveying additional
information bits through indices of certain transmit entities,
is an emerging technique to provide better spectral efficiency.
In this paper, a novel MIMO-GFDM system, which combines
GFDM with space and frequency IM (SFIM) technique, is
proposed. In the GFDM-SFIM scheme, the transmit antenna,
the constellation mode and the classic constellation symbols
are determined according to incoming bit stream. The main
contribution of the paper is the construction of the GFDM-SFIM
system model including joint MIMO detection and GFDM
demodulation performed by the GFDM-SFIM receiver. We
evaluate the error performance of the GFDM-SFIM scheme
as well as prove its superiority by making comparisons with
the spatial modulation (SM) GFDM system and orthogonal
frequency division multiplexing (OFDM) SFIM system for
Rayleigh multipath fading channels.

I. INTRODUCTION

Generalized frequency division multiplexing (GFDM) has

been proposed as one of the candidates for the air interface

of fifth generation (5G) wireless networks [1]. Flexible time-

frequency partitioning through K subcarriers with M times-

lots, reduced out-of-band (OOB) emission by circular pulse

shaping and improved spectral efficiency due to single cyclic

prefix (CP) usage for entire symbol block make GFDM a

promising physical layer (PHY) solution among many pro-

posed waveforms.

The continuing demand for higher data rates motivates the

researchers to seek spectrum-efficient modulation schemes.

Spatial modulation (SM) is a multiple-input multiple-output

(MIMO) transmission method, which considers the transmit

antennas as spatial constellation points to carry additional

information bits [2]. Orthogonal frequency division multiplex-

ing (OFDM) with index modulation (IM) is an extension of

the SM concept to subcarrier indices in multicarrier systems

[3]–[5]. In OFDM-IM, active subcarriers are selected by the

input bit sequences and the information bits are conveyed

by both the activated subcarrier indices and the conventional

modulation symbols. In [6], a dual-mode OFDM-IM (DM-

OFDM) scheme has been proposed to prevent throughput loss

in OFDM-IM due to unused subcarriers. In the DM-OFDM

scheme, based on the OFDM subcarrier group concept in [3],

two different constellation modes have been used to modulate

the selected subcarrier indices and the remaining subcarriers

in a subcarrier group. Furthermore, in [7] and [8], combination

of IM technique with MIMO methods, namely space and

frequency IM (SFIM), has been investigated and significant

performance gains have been reported.

MIMO-friendliness is a key ability for a PHY scheme to

match the foreseen requirements of 5G wireless networks in

a satisfactory manner. The integration of MIMO transmission

techniques to GFDM has been shown for space-time coding

(STC) [1] and spatial multiplexing [9]. Furthermore, in order

to combat with inter-antenna interference (IAI) and reduce the

receiver complexity, the application of the SM-GFDM system

has been considered in [10], where a poor error performance

has been obtained due to the use of a suboptimal receiver.

In addition, the combination of the IM technique [11] with

GFDM has been investigated in [12], where a throughput

loss was obtained due to the unused subcarriers. As a result,

the existing studies on SM-GFDM and GFDM-IM are not

satisfactory to improve the spectral efficiency as well as the

error performance at the same time.

In this study, a novel MIMO-GFDM system, which com-

bines GFDM with SFIM, is proposed. In order to enhance

the error performance in a spectrum-efficient manner while

preserving the advantages of the SM, combination of dual

mode IM scheme with SM-GFDM is considered. Besides,

an enhanced MIMO-GFDM receiver based on joint MIMO

detection and GFDM demodulation is presented. We show that

the GFDM-SFIM system achieves significantly better error

performance than SM-GFDM system.

The remaining sections are organized as follows. Section II

presents the GFDM-SFIM system model. Section III investi-

gates the bit error ratio (BER) performance of the GFDM-

SFIM system with respect to the SM-GFDM system and

OFDM-SFIM system for Rayleigh multipath fading channels.

Finally, Section IV concludes the paper.
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TABLE I
COMPUTATIONAL COMPLEXITY

Process ZF-SDD based SM-GFDM Receiver MMSE-JDD based GFDM-SFIM Receiver

Detection 2N2R� 2NT 2R�NT 3 �NTR� 2N2T -

GFDM Demodulation N2T 2N3T 2R�N3T 3 �NChN
2RT �N2RT

Decision NT �NQ ♣N④uqucQv
aQ

u✁v
b

Complexity Order ✒ O♣N2♣3T � 2Rqq ✒ O♣N3♣2T 2R� T 3q �NQv
aQ

u✁v
b q

block interleaving, rdt is modulated using a GFDM modulator

and the overall GFDM transmit signal xt♣nq of tth transmit

antenna is given by

xt♣nq ✏
K✁1➳
k✏0

M✁1➳
m✏0

rdt,k,mg
�♣n✁mKqmodN

✟
exp

✂
j2π

kn

K

✡
,

(10)

where n P t0, . . . , N ✁ 1✉ denotes the sampling index and

g♣nq is the transmit filter circularly shifted to the mth timeslot

and modulated to the kth subcarrier. (10) can be rewritten as

xt ✏ Ardt, where A is an N ✂N transmitter matrix [1]. The

last step at the transmitter side is the addition of a CP with

length NCP in order to make the convolution with the channel

circular.

B. GFDM-SFIM Receiver

The block diagram of the proposed GFDM-SFIM receiver

is given in Fig. 1(b). After the removal of CP, assuming that

CP is longer than the tap length of the channel ♣NChq and

perfect synchronization is ensured, the overall received signal

can be expressed as

✔
✖✕
y1

...

yR

✜
✣✢ ✏

✔
✖✕
H1,1A ☎ ☎ ☎ H1,TA

...
. . .

...

HR,1A ☎ ☎ ☎ HR,TA

✜
✣✢
✔
✖✕
rd1

...rdT

✜
✣✢�w, (11)

where yr is the vector of received signals at the rth receive

antenna, Hr,t, for t ✏ 1, . . . , T , r ✏ 1, . . . , R, is the circular

convolution matrix constructed from the channel impulse

response coefficients between the tth transmit antenna and

the rth receive antenna given by hr,t ✏ rht,r,1, . . . , ht,r,NCh
sT,

where ht,r,n follows CN ♣0, 1q distribution, w is an NT ✂ 1

vector of additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) samples with

elements distributed as CN ♣0, σ2
wq. (11) can be rewritten in a

more compact form as

y ✏ rHrd�w, (12)

where the dimensions of y, rH and rd are NR✂ 1, NR✂NT

and NT ✂ 1, respectively. For MIMO-OFDM case, joint

MIMO detection and demodulation can be performed at the

subcarrier level due to orthogonality in the frequency domain.

In GFDM, the inherent intercarrier interference (ICI) prevents

the frequency domain decoupling of GFDM subcarriers for

both single-input single-output (SISO) and MIMO transmis-

sion schemes. Therefore, in order to realize joint MIMO

detection and GFDM demodulation, all subcarriers belonging

to all GFDM subsymbols must be processed together. Thanks

to system model of (12), unlike SM-GFDM receiver in [10],

which uses zero-forcing (ZF) detector in the frequency do-

main, thus, handles MIMO detection and GFDM demodulation

separately, GFDM modulation and MIMO channel can be

linearly modeled. As a result, joint MIMO detection and

GFDM demodulation (JDD) through minimum mean squared

error (MMSE) filtering can be performed by

qD ✏
✁rHH rH� σ2

wI
✠✁1 rHHy, (13)

where tlth row of qD is qdt, which is the estimation of the output

of the tlth block interleaver. This method is named as MMSE-

JDD. Note that, MMSE-JDD is also applicable for SM and

space shift keying (SSK) based GFDM systems. Afterwards,

L✂u block deinterleaving is applied to qdt and ♣dt is obtained.

SFIM block splitter partitions ♣dt into L groups with length u

and arranges these groups in a T ✂ u matrix given by

♣Dl ✏

✔
✖✕
♣s1,l

...♣sT,l

✜
✣✢ ✏

✔
✖✕
♣d1♣♣l ✁ 1qu� 1 : luq

...♣dT ♣♣l ✁ 1qu� 1 : luq

✜
✣✢ . (14)

Then, SFIM makes a joint decision on the active transmit

antenna index, subcarrier index subgroup as well as constel-

lation symbols considering all possible realizations of Dl by

minimizing the following metric:✦
t̂l, Î

A
l , ŝAl , ŝ

B
l

✮
✏ argmin

t,IA,SA,SB

‖♣Dl ✁Dl‖
2

F . (15)

Finally, the original information bits are retrieved by the

subsequent blocks.

C. Computational Complexity

Computational complexities of the SM-GFDM receiver,

which uses ZF-based separate MIMO detection and demodula-

tion (ZF-SDD) given in [10] and the GFDM-SFIM receiver are

analyzed in terms of total number of complex multiplications

(CMs) and presented in Table I. According to Table I, it is

observed that the complexity of the GFDM-SFIM receiver

increases with the increasing value of the number of transmit

and receive antennas as well as the number of subcarriers

and subsymbols. As mentioned before, MMSE-JDD is also

applicable for SM-GFDM system. Since only the decision

part of the GFDM-SFIM system causes a negligible amount

of complexity increase, the computational complexity of the



TABLE II
SIMULATION PARAMETERS

Description Parameter Value

Number of subcarriers K 128

Number of subsymbols M 5

Pulse shaping filter g RRC

Length of cyclic prefix NCP 32

Exponent of power delay profile φ 0.1

Number of channel taps NCh 10

TABLE III
A LOOK-UP TABLE EXAMPLE FOR u ✏ 4, v ✏ 2

Bits Indices subgroups

r0 0s t1, 2✉ ✏
sAl ♣1q sAl ♣2q sBl ♣1q sBl ♣2q✘T

r0 1s t2, 3✉ ✏
sBl ♣1q sAl ♣1q sAl ♣2q sBl ♣2q✘T

r1 0s t3, 4✉ ✏
sBl ♣1q sBl ♣2q sAl ♣1q sAl ♣2q✘T

r1 1s t1, 4✉ ✏
sAl ♣1q sBl ♣1q sBl ♣2q sAl ♣2q✘T

GFDM-SFIM system and the MMSE-JDD based SM-GFDM

system is approximately same.

D. Spectral Efficiency

In GFDM-SFIM, active transmit antenna selection for each

subcarrier group instead of each subcarrier reduces the spectral

efficiency with respect to classical SM scheme. In order to

compensate the spectral efficiency loss, either the modulation

order or the transmit antenna size can be increased. On the

other hand, GFDM uses a single CP for the entire symbol

block composed of K subcarriers with M timeslots. Thus,

spectral efficiency gain of the GFDM-SFIM system over

OFDM-SFIM with the same system parameters becomes

ρ ✏ 100

KM

u
log

2

✁
TcQu

A
Q
♣u✁vq
B

✠

T ♣KM�NCPq
✁

K

u
log

2

✁
TcQu

A
Q
♣u✁vq
B

✠

T ♣K�NCPq

K

u
log

2

✁
TcQu

A
Q
♣u✁vq
B

✠

T ♣K�NCPq

✏ 100
NCP♣M ✁ 1q
KM �NCP

%.

(16)

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In this section, the BER performance of the proposed

GFDM-SFIM scheme, the SM-GFDM scheme and the OFDM-

SFIM scheme are compared by computer simulations for

Rayleigh multipath fading channels with the system param-

eters given in Table II. In order to determine the subcarrier

index subgroups, a look-up table given in Table III is used. For

binary phase shift keying (BPSK) transmission, the constella-

tions SA ✏ t✁1,�1✉ and SB ✏ t✁j,�j✉ are used by Mapper

A and Mapper B, respectively. For 4-QAM transmission, the

constellations employed in [6] are used. These constellations

are defined as SA ✏ t✁1✁ j, 1✁ j, 1� j,✁1� j✉ and SB ✏✥
1�❄

3, ♣1�❄
3qj,✁1✁❄

3,✁♣1�❄
3qj✭ for Mapper A

and Mapper B, respectively.

Fig. 2 compares the BER performance of the proposed

GFDM-SFIM scheme to the ZF-SDD based SM-GFDM

scheme given in [10] for a 2 ✂ 2 MIMO configuration with

roll-off factor (α) of 0.1 and 0.5. From Fig. 2(a), for BPSK

transmission at a BER value of 10✁4, it is observed that the

proposed GFDM-SFIM scheme achieves approximately 15 dB

better BER performance than the ZF-SDD based SM-GFDM

scheme at the cost of a slightly decreased spectral efficiency.

From Fig. 2(b), it is observed that the BER performance

improvement of the GFDM-SFIM scheme is 7 dB for 4-QAM

transmission. This significant performance improvement arises

from the MMSE-based joint MIMO detection and GFDM

demodulation performed by the GFDM-SFIM receiver and the

improved Euclidean distance spectrum due to IM. Note that

increasing the modulation order of the GFDM-SFIM scheme

decreases the BER improvement and increasing the roll-off

factor slightly degrades the performance. On the other hand,

according to Tables I and II, the computational complexity of

the GFDM-SFIM receiver and the ZF-SDD based SM-GFDM

receiver, required to implement the configurations given in Fig.

2, are on the order of ✒ O♣4.2✂ 109q and ✒ O♣4.1✂ 106q,
respectively. As a result, the GFDM-SFIM system can provide

an interesting trade-off between the complexity and the BER

performance.

Fig. 3 shows the BER performance of the proposed GFDM-

SFIM scheme, OFDM-SFIM scheme and the ZF-SDD based

and the MMSE-JDD based SM-GFDM schemes for 4 ✂ 4

MIMO configuration. For GFDM schemes, a roll-off factor

of 0.1 is used and for OFDM scheme, M is equal to 1.

From Figs. 2(b) and 3, it is observed that increasing the

number of antennas enhances the BER performance of the

GFDM-SFIM scheme. The reason behind this improvement

is the increased diversity order due to MMSE detector used

by the GFDM-SFIM receiver. From Fig. 3, thanks to this

increased diversity order, joint MIMO detection and GFDM

demodulation and the improved Euclidean distance spectrum

due to IM, it is observed that the GFDM-SFIM scheme with

4-QAM transmission achieves approximately 14 dB better

BER performance than the ZF-SDD based SM-GFDM scheme

with BPSK transmission at the same spectral efficiency. It is

also observed that the MMSE-JDD based SM-GFDM scheme

achieves approximately 8 dB better BER performance than

the ZF-SDD based SM-GFDM scheme and the GFDM-SFIM

scheme still achives 6 dB better BER performance than the

MMSE-JDD based SM-GFDM scheme at the same compu-

tational complexity. On the other hand, it is observed that

the BER performance of the GFDM-SFIM scheme and the

MMSE-JDD based OFDM-SFIM scheme is approximately

same whereas the GFDM-SFIM scheme provides 19% spectral

efficiency gain over the OFDM-SFIM schemes. Note that in

GFDM, pulse shaping with root-raised cosine (RRC) filter

reduces OOB emission significantly and nonorthogonal sub-

carriers allow loose time and frequency synchronization.

Fig. 4 compares the BER performance of the GFDM-SFIM

scheme for a 4 ✂ 4 MIMO configuration to the ZF-SDD

based SM-GFDM scheme for a 2 ✂ 2 MIMO configuration

with a roll-off factor of 0.1. From Fig. 4, at a BER value of

10✁4, it is observed that the GFDM-SFIM scheme achieves




